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About Us

International 

non-profit 

organisation

We have been 
working on 

sustainable land 
use and responsible 

trade of forest 
commodities

for over 20 years



OUR VISION OUR MISSION

A world where

human
choices
ensure 

a sustainable 
future

To build 

commitment and 

capacity
for 

mainstreaming 
sustainability



Programme Focus 

Conservation Land Use Traceability Responsible 
Sourcing



Our Team around the World

120+ full-time staff

19 countries

24 nationalities

Network of 160+ consultants

16 legal registrations 

across Europe, US

Russia and Asia



Structure

NEPCon NGO NEPCon Assurance

100% ownership 

Surplus

• Projects

• Training

• System Engagement

• Assurance Services 

(Certification & 

Non-certification)



Projects

We have implemented 

100+ projects

on natural resources 

management

We have contributed to the establishment of 100+ protected areas and

the development of 70+ management plans for natural areas

We have worked on 

non-profit projects

for 23 years



Donors & Collaborators



Training 

Training

FSC

Legality

Carbon



Training

Thousands of

delegates from over 

30 countries 
have joined 

our training events 

Look out for our events: 

www.nepcon.org/events



Certification Services

6-0044-16-100-00



Certification Services

We have certified
over

31 million ha 
of

FSC forestland

In 
more than

15
countriesForest 

Management



We provide 

FSC & PEFC 

certification

to more than 

1500
companies

In 

more than

25

countries

Certification Services

Chain of 
Custody



Certification Services

NEPCon

certification 

scheme
designed to 

provide assurance 

of robust

due diligence 

for legality in 

timber supply 

chains



Our Clients



Keep in Touch with Us

https://twitter.com/nepcon_

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/
4839175

http://www.nepcon.org/newsroom

http://www.nepcon.org/subscribe 

https://www.youtube.com/user/
NEPConsunshine



Supporting Legal Timber Trade

Funded by the LIFE programme of the European Union and UK Aid from the UK government. The European 
Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute endorsement of the contents 
which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which 
may be made of the information contained therein. This material has been funded by UK aid from the UK 
government; however the views expressed do not necessarily reflect the UK government’s official policies.



Country pages 

includes

relevant risk data 

and free 

downloadable tools

Supporting Legal Timber Trade 

The 

Sourcing 

Hub
helps companies 

ensure 

responsible 

sourcing

of timber, cattle, 

soy and palm oil 

from

65 countries

in the world

World maps of 

risks

Timber

Palm oil

Beef

Soy



Supporting Legal Timber Trade

http://www.nepcon.org/


Objectives

• Provide an understanding of the EU Timber Regulation 
(EUTR)

• Raise awareness of how to create and maintain a Due 
Diligence System using NEPCon’s tools 



Workshop features

• Intensive course

• Focus on process vs. complete 
technical details

• Your classmates are resources

• Teamwork required 

• Get involved!

• Please feel free to ask questions

Let’s get started!



The EUTR four years in: 
NEPCon’s Experience with Competent Authorities, NGOs and Companies

October 2017



Contents

How has the EUTR developed over the last four years?

• Competent Authority enforcement

• NGO campaigns

• Company implementation



Enforcement



Enforcement activity

• Inconsistent across member states

• Some competent authorities have been more 
active – e.g. Denmark, UK and Germany.

• Audits are taking place in some of the 
member states.

• Competence of Competent Authorities are 
growing.

• No public records of penalties being issued to 
Operators.



Enforcement activity

• UK CA microscopic wood anatomy testing project on Chinese 
plywood.

• Skogsstyrelsen, the Swedish CA, fined Almtra Nordic 17,000 
Swedish krona (approximately 1800 EUR) Teak from Myanmar

• Danish CA requires 7 Operators to improve due diligence on 
Burmese Teak (more inspections in BE, IT, NL, SP, UK) 

• Dutch CA sanctions Fibois BV over purchase of Azobe (Lophira alata) 
from CCT in Cameroon upheld by Dutch court (potential fine for 
future issues = 1800 EUR / m3)

• German court rules that German CA (BLE) was correct to confiscate 
Wenge timber imported in 2013 from DRC, due to falsified 
documents.

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/402325/Chinese_Plywood_Research_Report.pdf
https://eia-international.org/sweden-prosecutes-myanmar-teak-trader
http://www.nepcon.org/denmark-myanmar
http://forest-trends.org/blog/2017/06/07/dutch-court-ruling-helps-curb-illegal-timber-trade/
https://www.unep-wcmc.org/system/comfy/cms/files/files/000/001/054/original/Briefing_note_April_2017-May_2017.pdf


Enforcement project - UK

In February 2015, the UK CA released a 
report on the Chinese Plywood 
Enforcement Project.

Why Chinese plywood? 

• High value veneer & low value core

• Complex supply chains

• Cheap

• High risk of corruption

• Evidence of illegal timber being imported 
into China



Enforcement project - UK

14 out of 16 

companies supplied 

an insufficient due 

diligence procedure 

(88%) 

Further issues arose 

with testing…



Timber testing

• “Testing has become an essential tool in EUTR projects as 
it allows… to establish if a potential offence has been 
committed.”

UK CA

• A due diligence system cannot be considered appropriate 
if the product on which it focuses does not contain the 
species that researched and risk assessed within it.



Timber testing

DNA analysis to identify origin

http://www.forestlegality.org/sites/default/files/White_oak_mystery_shopping.pdf
http://www.forestlegality.org/sites/default/files/White_oak_mystery_shopping.pdf


Timber testing

• Identify species to genus level (e.g. 
Quercus spp.) 

• Identify species to species level (e.g. 
Quercus robur) 

• Identify geographic origin

• Identify geographic origin



Timber testing

When to test?

• When new product lines are introduced 

• When there are concerns about supplier claims 

• When products contain different components or species 

• When a company in the supply chain is changed 

• When testing by 3rd parties has shown species/ origin differs from 
your claims 



Timber testing

https://www.illegal-logging.info/sites/files/chlogging/TimberTestingTechniquesNEPCon.pdf


Enforcement: penalties

A person found guilty of an offence is liable:

• (a) on summary conviction; Fine up to £5,000 or imprisonment 
up to 3 months, or both.

• (b) on conviction on indictment; (unlimited) fine or imprisonment 
up to two years, or both.

Clarification from the CA:
”the offence may be applied to each individual piece of timber 

within a consignment”

What are the penalties in the UK?



Perhaps more importantly…

Confiscation of 
supplies and disrupted 

supply flow

Loss of buyers and 
brand damage



Perhaps more importantly…



NGO Campaigns



How are NGOs involved?

• Raising profile of high risk cases in various countries

• Targeting specific companies

• Putting information in the public domain which Operators 
should consider as part of their risk assessment

• Highlighting the dangers on relying on documents alone











“Some ... of course, not all ... pretend they don’t know. 
The reason is simple: either they are stupid, cowards 

or corrupt” 





Company Responses



Company 1

Scenario

• Large furniture retailer based in Germany, Austria, Luxembourg

• Visited by German Competent Authority in 2014 

• CA stated that inadequate due diligence information was provided to 
justify low risk conclusion for two supply chains

• The company immediately halted 
purchases from both supply chains 
whilst investigation was ongoing



Company 1

Supply chain verification 

NEPCon assessment of two supply chains:

1) Teak furniture from factory in Vietnam made from 
plantation teak from Costa Rica; and 

2) Acacia furniture from factory in Vietnam made from 
timber from Malaysia. 

Desk based review of access to information, risk 
assessment and justification. 



Company 1

Step 1: supply chain mapping 



Company 1

Step 2: collect and review supply chain documentation

• Single certified source  Acacia mangium plantation 

• Certification at forest level (FM) and all along the supply 
chain (CoC) – 3rd party verified 

• Access to information found to be good:
• Sales and purchase agreement for land 
• Forest Management Plan 
• Clarifying letter from FD regarding payment of royalties
• Transport documents & invoices
• Import/export permits
• Certification reports 
• Business licences 



Company 1

Step 3: review due diligence system

• Risk assessment and mitigation procedures generally 
robust

• Weak procedures describing risk assessment of mixing in 
supply chain
Company should clarify and document how supply chain 

documentation and Chain of Custody (CoC) certification is used 
to justify low risk

• Isotope testing to verify origin and microscopic testing to 
verify species



Company 1

Conclusions

• NEPCon concluded low risk of illegal 
logging, trade and transport for both 
supply chains

• Only weakness was written risk 
assessment procedures 

• Species and origin testing confirmed 
conclusions



Company 2

Scenario

• Large furniture retailer based in the UK - deals in Oak and birch 
furniture which they import to the EU

• Have 4 suppliers - 2 of which are regular suppliers – with factories 
in China and Thailand. 

• Were visited by UK CA

 following the visit, they were issued with a warning 
letter, requesting information on the DDS they had in 
place for the oak furniture.

• Contacted NEPCon to conduct an evaluation of their DDS



Company 2

Natural Forests 

(Unknown)

Plantations

(China)

Natural Forests

(China ??)

Natural Forests

(China ??)

Natural Forests

(Russia)

Timber Processor

PLYWOOD (China)

Timber Processor

BIRCH (China)

Timber Processor

OAK (China)

Timber Processor

OAK (Russia)

Manufacturer 

(China)

Furniture Retailer

(UK)

UK retailer considers:
• 95% of oak is from natural 

forest in Jilin and 
Heilongjiang (N.E. China)

• 5% from Russia



Company 2

Evaluation findings: Mongolian Oak (Quercus mongolica)

1. Insufficient information in order to confirm Chinese origin. 
High probability of (illegal) oak supply from Russian Far 
East.

2. Document integrity in serious doubt:
• VALIDITY: not documents that all were valid and issued by the 

competent authority.
• COMPLETENESS: missing, erroneous and conflicting information.
• RELATION TO MATERIAL: connection between the documents and the 

material throughout supply chain was not clear.

3. Russian supply chain documentation highly suspect.



Company 2

Documentation on Mongolian oak (China)

Heilongjiang province 
• No supply chain documentation provided. 
• Heilongjiang implemented a commercial logging ban 

in state-owned forests effective April 2014 (so supply, 
at volumes stated, is suspicious).

Jillin province 
• Only Harvest Permits with issue dates from 2012 & 

2013 were available  question regarding their 
applicability to the products purchased.

• Available permits for volumes insignificant to size of 
supply.

• Permits specify the type of forest as simply ‘broad 
leaved’, further lowering the volumes of oak which 
could possibly be harvested under the permits. 



Company 2

Documentation on Mongolian oak (Russia)

Russian-sourced Oak
• Oak Harvest contract dated 2002 on the 1st page 

& states a validity period of 5yrs. Later in the 
document, it states the validity is for 17yrs.  

• Contract states composition as; 30% Spruce, 
20% Birch, 20% Ash, 10% Elm &10% Aspen. 
This only sums to 90% and Oak is not specified.

• Harvesting permits for volumes insignificant to 
size of supply. 

• Many spelling mistakes in some documents. 
• CITES permit probably not related to supply 

chain (different companies named on the permit). 
(Quercus mongolica listed by Russia on CITES 
Annex III on 24th June 2014). 



Company 2

Risk mitigation recommendations

• Cease supplies from Chinese based supplier until appropriate 
long-term risk mitigation actions are put in place.

• Collection of additional information about product verification.

• Sourcing certified materials – both major suppliers were FSC 
CoC certified and the opportunity to source certified material 
from them existed.

• Sourcing from low risk national/ sub-national regions – e.g. 
France.

• Sourcing from Operators.



Sourcing Oak Products from NE China 

Broad agreement exists on how to mitigate risk of 
illegal timber from the Russian Far East

1. Request current, accurate documentation demonstrating 
legal origin.  Do not rely solely on collecting such 
documents: ask probing questions of suppliers, conduct 
site visits, consult with local, well-informed stakeholders.

2. Purchase certified materials.

3. Establish rigorous legality confirmation systems that 
include field verification, 3rd party auditing & stakeholder 
consultation. 

4. Conduct timber testing to determine that the species and 
origin match those claimed by suppliers.

5. If legality cannot be confirmed, avoid products made 
from hardwoods that could be of Russian Far East origin.



Documents

“Is this enough?”

Wrong question!

1. Relevance: What does the information tell you 
about risk of illegality?

2. Validity: Is the information genuine?

3. Relatedness: Does the information apply to 
your supply chain or shipment?



Documents

Quick quiz! 



Documents

Checking for fake documents:

• Obvious mistakes

• Spelling mistakes and inconsistencies 

• Formatting or text that’s more blurry than the rest

• Check documents against an official database

• Check that information tallies across 

• Use computer software to help check PDFs



Documents



In countries with high level of corruption you can get any stamp 
and any signature – it is just a matter of payment.

Documents

Key challenge…corruption



Summary

From the Operators perspective:

• CA enforcement patchy but improving

• Enforcement and brand damage key driver of compliance

• Laboratory testing is a growing tool to verify legality claims

• NGOs are using the EUTR as leverage

• Access to supply chain information is key

• Evaluate documentation

• Lack of robust risk assessment is a still a weakness 



Time for: 



Timber Palm Oil Beef Soy

How to use the NEPCon Sourcing Hub in a due diligence process

October 2017



Contents

Firstly: 

• Due diligence recap

NEPCon Sourcing Hub:

• Risk Assessments 

• Tools for establishing a due diligence system 

• Country-specific tools on the sourcing hub



Operator’s Obligations recap

Placing on the market of illegally harvested timber 
or timber products shall be prohibited

Exercise due diligence through system and 
procedures

Maintain and regularly evaluate the due diligence 
system 

1

3
2



What is due diligence? 

…through systems and procedures enabling:
1.Access to information

2.Risk assessment 

3.Risk mitigation

“A ‘due diligence system’ can be described as a documented, tested, 
step-by-step method, including controls, aimed at producing a 
consistent desired outcome in a business process” 

Source: EU Guidance document



✓ Commit to legal sourcing
✓ Establish responsibilities & assure 

competence
✓ Establish procedures
✓ Initiate performance monitoring
✓ Define scope of supply chain & 

products

✓ Evaluate supply chain info
✓ Identify risks: 

• forest management  level
• supplier level
• risks of  mixing and 

substitution
✓ Specify risks where identified

✓ Record supply chain info:
• origin
• suppliers
• species
• legality documentation

✓ Collect additional supply chain 
info

Access to 
Information

Risk 
assessment

Risk 
mitigation2 3 4

Quality 
Management1

Mitigation options
✓ Additional documentation
✓ Replace supplier
✓ Source certified material
✓ Supply chain verification audits

What is due diligence? 



Launched August 2017… v1.0

www.nepcon.org/sourcinghub

http://www.nepcon.org/sourcinghub


Everything you need for due diligence in one place

SELECT
commodity

1

ACCESS
an overview map of 

sourcing risks
+

SELECT
country for details

2

VIEW
country detailed risk data
(e.g. risks related to each 

type of forest 
production…)

3

EXPLORE
a suite of country 
guidance and due 
diligence tools to 
mitigate the risks

4

http://beta.nepcon.org/sourcinghub


100+ free timber legality tools

Full Timber Legality Risk Assessment for 
all 62 countries 

An overview of the relevant laws in a 
country from the List Applicable 
Legislation 

Risk Mitigation guide to help identify the 
risks in the supply chain and what to do 
about them for a supply country 

Document Guide to help determine exactly 
what type of documents to request from 
the suppliers, what they should look like 
and how to verify their authenticity 

Country specific guidance Due Diligence tools

• Supplier Letters

• Due Diligence Guidelines

• Supplier Managing Form

• Risk Checklists

• Policy template

• Supplier Information Form

• etc.  



Risk assessments… 

The heart of the Hub



Risk assessments – development process

DEVELOP
the risk assessment 
framework for the 

commodity, e.g. defining 
(sub)catergories

CONDUCT
risk assessments

+ 

CONCLUDE
the risk for each of the sub-categories

CALCULATE 
the score for each country

+ 

COLOUR CODE
in the map

Comprehensive…



Legality category Legality Sub-Category

Legal rights 

to harvest

• Land tenure and management rights

• Concession licenses

• Management and harvesting planning

• Harvesting permits

Taxes & fees

• Payment of royalties and harvesting fees

• Value added taxes and other sales taxes

• Income and profit taxes

Timber 

harvesting

• Timber harvesting regulations

• Protected sites and species

• Environmental requirements 

• Health and safety

• Legal employment 

Third parties’ rights

• Customary rights

• Free, Prior and Informed Consent

• Indigenous peoples rights

Trade & transport

• Classification of species, quantities, qualities

• Trade and transport

• Offshore trading and transfer pricing

• Custom regulations

• CITES



Risk assessments – development process

DEVELOP
the risk assessment 
framework for the 

commodity, e.g. defining 
(sub)catergories

CONDUCT
risk assessments

+ 

CONCLUDE
the risk for each of the sub-categories

CALCULATE 
the score for each country

+ 

COLOUR CODE
in the map

Comprehensive…



Data sources for risk assessments 

Field experience and reports 
ours and others

Stakeholder 
consultation

Expert 
input 

Government reports 
on compliance 

Justice and 
tribunal records

National statistical reports 

Public summaries of 
certification audits 

Transparency International’s 
Corruption Perception Index 

EU FLEGT Process

Chatham House – Illegal Logging

ELDIS regional country profiles 

Forest Legality Alliance 

INTERPOL

World Bank WGI 
SOURCES

Multiple 
sources



How do we determine low or specified risk?

www.nepcon.org

Problems that are: 
• Temporary
• Unusual or non-

systematic
• Limited in their 

impact
• Effectively controlled 

by monitoring and 
enforcement by 
efficient and 
effective government 
agencies

Problems that:
• Affects a wide area and/or causes significant 

damage and/or continues over a long period of 
time.

• Indicates the absence or break down of 
enforcement of the legal system.

• Is not corrected or adequately responded to 
when identified.

• Has a significant negative impact on society, the 
production of forest products and other services, 
the forest ecosystem and the people directly and 
indirectly affected by forest operations.

Considered low risk Considered specified risk 



A Due Diligence System 



1. Quality management



• To provide a systematic 
framework for exercising due 
diligence and making it 
functional

• Enable systematic 
implementation and external 
evaluation of the system

UK Competent Authority (2015):

“…a lack of narrative explaining how 
the combination of document 
gathering, risk assessment and 
mitigation… enable the company to 
reach a conclusion of negligible risk”

Why are procedures needed?

1. Quality management



1. Quality management

The Sourcing Hub contains extensive information about how to set 
up your due diligence system (DDS).

The NEPCon DDS includes several templates that may be used to 
ensure that systems and procedures are developed and 
implemented effectively. 

You can download all the tools and templates you need to set up a 
due diligence system in your business on the Sourcing Hub.  



1. Quality management

• Download the full NEPCon Due 
Diligence system on the 
Sourcing Hub

• http://beta.nepcon.org/sourcing
hub/info/what-due-diligence

http://beta.nepcon.org/sourcinghub/info/what-due-diligence


1. Quality management



2. Information gathering



• Product type

• Species

• Origin

• Quantity

• Supplier (tier 1)

• Documents or other information 
indicating legal compliance

2. Information gathering

Supply chain 
information 

is key
Origin = Country, and if 

applicable, region or 
concession



2. Information gathering

“It should be stressed from the outset 
that collecting documentation must be 
done for the purposes of the risk 
assessment and should not be viewed 
as a self-standing requirement.”

Source: EU Guidance document

Important!



Supply Chain 
Documents

Information Sources

Lab Testing

Web searches

Reports 

(NGOs, Govt., CBs, 
etc)  Audits

Information 

Databases

Industry 
Knowledge

Stakeholder 
consultation

2. Information gathering



Inform suppliers of DD 
requirements & request 

supply chain info 
(DD-06)

2. Information gathering



• For informing suppliers of 
information needs

• For requesting information 
about supply chains

• Consent form to secure access 
to evidence, audits & testing 
materials

Supplier Information Letter (DD-06)

2. Information gathering



Inform suppliers of DD 
requirements & request 

supply chain info 
(DD-06)

Record supply chain 
info (DD-04)

2. Information gathering



• Excel master document

• For systematic recording of all suppliers & supply chain information

• Helps identify gaps in information

• Document risk conclusions

Supplier Management form (DD-04)

2. Information gathering



Inform suppliers of DD 
requirements & request 

supply chain info 
(DD-06)

Request any missing 
info from specific 
supplier (DD-05)

Analyse info and 
identify gaps

Record supply chain 
info (DD-04)

2. Information gathering



• Collect missing information from specific supplier

• Provides supplier an overview of current information in order to make clear 
where gaps exist

• Supplier completes sheet and returns missing information & supporting 
evidence

Supply Chain Information Form (DD-05)

2. Information gathering



Inform suppliers of DD 
requirements & request 

supply chain info 
(DD-06)

Where necessary, 
map supply chains  

(DD-07) 

Request any missing 
info from specific 
supplier (DD-05)

Analyse info and 
identify gaps

Analyse info and 
identify gaps

Record supply chain 
info (DD-04)

2. Information gathering



• Where necessary, map the supply chain back to source

• Information on each upstream supplier can be entered

• Including name, address, type of company, certification 

Supply Chain Mapping Tool (DD-07)

2. Information gathering



Inform suppliers of DD 
requirements & request 

supply chain info 
(DD-06)

Where necessary, 
map supply chains  

(DD-07) 

Request any missing 
info from specific 
supplier (DD-05)

Analyse info and 
identify gaps

Analyse info and 
identify gaps

Analyse info and 
identify gaps

Record supply chain 
info (DD-04)

2. Information gathering



…and you can download the Document Guide to find out more:



3. Risk assessment



3. Risk Assessment

Objectives

• Identify where risks may 
exist in supply chains

• Specify risks to a level 
that enables effective risk 
mitigation.

• Evaluate the risk that forest products are:
• Illegally harvested,
• Illegally transported/traded, or
• Mixed with material with illegal or unknown 

origin.

??

?

?



3. Risk Assessment

Criteria shall include:

• assurance of compliance with applicable legislation which may include 
certification or other third-party verified schemes which cover compliance 
with applicable legislation

• prevalence of illegal harvesting of specific tree species

• prevalence of illegal harvesting or practices in the area of origin, including 
consideration of the prevalence of armed conflict

• UN Security Council or the Council of the EU sanctions on timber imports or 
exports

• complexity of the supply chain of timber and timber products



3. Risk Assessment

Negligible risk (low risk)

OR

Non-negligible risk (specified risk)

Risk conclusion



3. Risk Assessment

• Risk can be low but can never be absent

• No threshold is defined

• Operator must define the threshold when to mitigate risk

• There needs to be a clear and comprehensive justification for this 
conclusion

Key concepts



3. Risk assessment

• In the previous step, you secured access to information on your 
supply chains. 

• Now, you can assess the risk associated with those products.



3. Risk assessment

In the Risk Assessment tab (2), there is a summary of the risks identified 
at a country level. They are divided into the five areas of law relevant to 
the EUTR:





3. Risk assessment

Additional tools to assist with the risk assessment 
process:

• Annex 2 of DD-01 The Due Diligence Guidelines introduces the risk identification process.

• DD-08 Risk Identification Checklist Template provides a template to conduct risk 

identification on specific supply chains. 

• Record the risk conclusion in the Supplier Management Form DD-04 to provide an overview 

of risk across all supply chains.

• The Supply Chain Mapping Tool DD-07 can be used to record supply chain information at a 

detailed level.

• Annex 3 of DD-01 The Due Diligence Guidelines provides guidance on how to specify risks

• The Certification System Evaluation Checklist DD-13 can be used to record the certification 

scheme assessment.



4. Risk mitigation



4. Risk Mitigation

If the risk of placing illegal timber on the market is not negligible, risk must 
be mitigated.

Risk mitigation measures may include:

• requiring additional information and documents from suppliers

• agreeing mitigation actions in collaboration with suppliers

• third party verification/certification

• Carry out supplier or forest verification audits to verify legal conformance

• replacing suppliers



4. Risk Mitigation

Identifying the appropriate action

• Mitigating measures shall address the specific 
risks identified

e.g. risk of lack of health & safety training for forest 
workers  request and verify training records, 
evidence of external audits 

• Justify effectiveness 

• Verify effectiveness



4. Risk mitigation

Good supplier 
relations is key

https://www.nepcon.org/projects/support-EUTR


4. Risk mitigation

Process can take different paths: avoidance or mitigation

Can the risk be avoided?

Risk identified

Avoid risk

Replace supply 
chain

Use certified 
material

Use noncertified, 
low risk material

Replace supplier

Control risk

Change 
procedures

Collect additional 
information

Collect additional 
documents

Conduct timber 
testing

Consult 
stakeholders

Conduct supplier 
audit

Yes

No



Information 
gathering

Assess risk
Mitigate 

risk



4. Risk mitigation



4. Risk mitigation



Country 
page

Risk 
Assessment

Risk 
Mitigation 

Guide

Document
Checklist

List of 
applicable 
legislation 

China, Honduras, Liberia Now available Now available Now available Now available Now available 

Ghana and DRC Now available Now available Now available Now available 

Other 57 countries Now available Now available Coming soon Coming soon
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DD-01 Due diligence guidelines √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

DD-02 Due diligence manual template

DD-03 Responsible sourcing policy template

DD-04 Supplier management form

DD-05 Supplier information form √ √ √ √ √ √

DD-06 Supplier information letter √ √ √ √ √ √

DD-07 Supply chain mapping tool

DD-08 Risk identification checklist template

DD-09 Risk specification guidelines



Language versions
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DD-10 Risk specification template

DD-11 Due diligence guidelines for FMEs √ √ √ √ √ √ √

DD-12 Due diligence procedure template for 

FMEs
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

DD-13 Certification system evaluation 

template

DD-14 Product statement

N/A Supplier relations leaflet

N/A Retailers leaflet

N/A Timber Testing article √

N/A Fake documents article
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